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INTRODUCTION 
How often do you leave a class, a casting, an audition or a job feeling 
dissatisfied? 

You know you could have done better.  You know that you have the 
potential.  And somehow you didn’t reach it. Even when you were perfect 
for the job - ESPECIALLY when you were perfect for the job?

But the answer isn’t far away. In fact, it’s sitting between your ears.

We are our own worst enemies.  We sabotage our own performances 
without a clue as to how to get out of our own way.   Thankfully much of 
the hard-work for helping actors overcome this problem has already been 
done by coaches, researchers, performers and psychologists in other fields. 

Whether in sport, the military, music, business, or law - performers 
are  required to deliver high quality performance under highly stressful 
conditions, sometimes with life, livelihood or living at stake. 

In most fields, the role of mental skills training has been accepted. Law, 
sports and the military are just three diverse areas where outside 
consultants are employed to assist with the ‘performance’. It has been 
accepted by these areas that success or failure in a particular field can come 
down to whatever ‘inner game’ is occurring with the ‘performer’.   In sport, 
‘mental coaches’, (experts in peak performance) have become a part of any 
successful team. The Seattle Seahawks have their own resident performance 
psychologist. The Royal Academy of Music has its own MSc in Performance 
Science, an attempt to engage with the peak performance of musicians 
scientifically. 

The intention of this book is to introduce the actor to a range of obstacles 
that impede my clients’ performance and some of the strategies we use to 
overcome them. 

One of my own heroes, performance expert W Tim Gallwey said that 
“Performance equals your Potential minus Interference.” Or:

Pe = Po - I 
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I wrote this book because I found that my acting clients are often impeded 
by the same interferences like self doubt, negative self-talk, perfectionism,  
approval seeking and many more.

I wanted to create a simple way to help you identify and tackle these 
reoccurring obstacles to achieving your true potential. The secrets to 
unlocking your exceptional acting success are in your own hands head.  

Using some of tools of performance psychology, mental game coaching and 
The Inner Game, I will help you to overcome the obstacles inside that will 
hold you back from the success that’s within your reach. 

If you enjoy this eBook, please feel free to pass it on to a friend or colleague. 
I fully endorse your right to share this book in its entirety.

Mark Westbrook 

ACTING COACH SCOTLAND 
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“PREPARE LIKE YOUR LIFE DEPENDS UPON IT,
PERFORM LIKE YOU DON’T HAVE A CARE IN THE WORLD.”

            
                                                        MARK WESTBROOK 
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OBSTACLE 1: THE BATTLE FOR YOU 

You may not know it, but there’s a battle going on in your head.  There are 
two forces competing with each other. 

One is a bully, a critic, a drill sergeant: it tells, it demands, it criticises, and 
brutalises. The other is a vulnerable, instinctive, creative, intuitive - in short 
the closest thing to talent without training that you can possibly achieve.

Performance coach W. Tim Gallwey called them ’Self 1’ and ‘Self 2.’ You will 
recognise them.  Self 1 is the voice in your head. Self 2 is the moment when 
you do something instinctively and you write it off as a fluke. 

Both parts of you are necessary, but Self 1 has a habit of getting in the way 
of Self 2. Self 2 is just fine getting on with shit. But Self 1 doesn’t trust Self 2 
and tries to interfere. The result is the battle between your conflicted Selves 
which creates an obstacle to peak performance. We simply cannot get out 
of our own way.  

Under the pressure to perform that actors experience, this leads to a failure 
to perform at your best in training, audition, rehearsal and performance.  But 
if Self 1 and Self 2 are in harmony - that’s when you shine.

How To Win This Battle? 

The secret is that Self 1 can be distracted.  If you can find something that will 
absorb your whole attention, Self 1 will become quiet and act in harmony 
with Self 2.

But whatever that activity is, it must immerse you completely.

If you want to win the battle in your mind, you must find an immersive 
activity that will absorb all of your attention.  As you do so,  your Self 1 will 
become distracted and silent. I’ll discuss this in more detail in the next 
obstacle.
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OBSTACLE 2: YOUR INNER CRITIC 

What is the biggest obstacle to your success as an actor? I would say that it’s 
the same obstacle that prevents EVERYONE from achieving success in any 
field. It is the small voice in your head. You know that voice, full of brutal 
criticism, feeding your self-doubt, talking you out of achieving your dreams by 
instilling you with the fear of failure.

In coaching, we call that voice NEGATIVE Self-Talk and it is a powerful form 
of self-interference. Interference acts like a fog between you and your ability, 
obscuring your opportunity to shine. W. Tim Gallwey called it SELF 1, and I 
call it your INNER CRITIC. 

During auditions it never stops talking. On the way to the audition it fills you 
with self doubt, it questions your competence. After your audition it brutally 
chimes in again.

Most people know what I’m talking about, but if you don’t believe that its 
there all the time I’ll give you an example. 

I recently gave a workshop at Surviving Actors, an event in London. Before 
the workshop, I asked a SA staff member if she could help me to gauge the 
distance that someone would have to throw a piece of paper into a waste 
paper bin. I handed her the paper and started walking away. Before she’d 
even taken a shot, she had started saying “I don’t know if I can help you 
though, I’m a rubbish throw, I’ll probably miss.”  I didn’t need her to throw, it 
wasn’t going in now anyway.

And when you have a lot to lose – like most audition situations, that voice is 
going to be almost deafening. Whatever story your internal narrator tells is 
going to affect your external performance. So quietening down your little 
‘friend’ is a priority. 

I don’t want that voice to be the only thing that’s holding you back from 
success, and I guess you don’t either.

They have been addressing this in sports psychology for almost 40 years, but 
only now is it really being introduced into the performing arts. 
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Here are my tips on reducing the interference and removing the biggest 
obstacle to your success as an actor:

ONE: Give the Inner Critic a name. Something silly. Something that you 
struggle to take seriously. I’m going to call mine DANNY.  DANNY is like a 
friend who is very well intentioned, but entirely unhelpful. Actually, he’s the 
worst friend you’ve ever had, because in order to save you from pain, he’ll 
do anything. He’ll criticise, scold, mock, brutalise, distract, lecture, scare, 
unsettle, undermine – the only thing he won’t do is criticise himself. But now 
when I hear DANNY, I know whose talking, that unhelpful friend. By the way, 
I never brutalise DANNY, that’s just feeding into his way of doing things, but 
I am going to shut this Inner Critic up.

TWO: You do not need to believe your Inner Critic. The negative voice is 
spinning a narrative, an inner dialogue that isn’t necessarily accurate. 

Start a new story.  Begin telling yourself an objective story about what is 
actually happening in front of you. Raising your awareness in a non-
judgmental way will vastly reduce the Inner Critic’s presence in your life.

THREE: Start that story with ‘It is what it is’. Encourage no judgment in your 
self-feedback. Leaving the audition with your head held high, it was an 
audition. Your thoughts and feelings on it are largely irrelevant. And if 
DANNY starts chiming in - you will usually feel very bad about yourself or 
over-confident. Don’t listen. DANNY wants to help, but he’s a dick. 

Hamlet says “there is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so.” 
Shakespeare knew something about the Inner Critic.

I do not mean that you shouldn’t attempt to develop your audition skills and 
learn from your experience. That would be quite the opposite of self 
awareness.  I will send you my free eBook The Habit of Winning to help 
you learn to grow from each audition and opportunity that comes your way. 

FOUR: The enemy of this mental interference is focus. Focused attention. 
Absorption. W. Tim Gallwey, creator of the Inner Game reasoned that “focus 
is whatever distracts us from whatever distracts us.” 

The Inner Critic distracts us and so to silence that most unhelpful voice in 
your head, you need something to take up your attention. 
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Pour your attention into something other than yourself. As you perform in 
your audition, place your attention somewhere outside yourself. If it’s with a 
scene partner, score yourself on how much effect you’re having on them. 
Take a look at them at the start of the scene, and really try to change them. 
Even if it’s a casting assistant reading aloud monotonously, try to change 
them. What do you want them to do? To look down with the shame of it? To 
rush over and hug you? Score them. How are they doing? Change them. This 
is powerful enough to completely silence the Inner Critic, but I’m sure you 
can come up with your own variations.

If you struggle with your own Inner Critic, it is possible to defeat it.  Please 
do not let the voice in your head (and the story that it’s telling) beat you.  
So many careers have ended because the performer believed their inner 
narrative. 

You have every right to be in this profession, and you have every right to 
earn your place in our industry. The Inner Critic has no place in your 
success story.  
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OBSTACLE 3: THE FIXED MINDSET 

Developing the right mindset is vital for an actor to grow and succeed.

If you have a Growth mindset, you believe that positive change is always 
possible. Someone with a Growth mindset has a ‘Succeed or Learn’ 
approach to new and challenging situations. There is no failure because if you 
don’t succeed, you get to learn something significant. It doesn’t stop it 
hurting, but you seek out the chance to grow and your experience 
reinforces that mindset.

Unfortunately, if you have a Fixed mindset, you have conditioned yourself to 
avoid damage to your Self-Image and how others see you – at all costs. 

You will not put yourself in a situation where the result may reflect badly on 
you. If you do, you react strongly, and attention is deflected away from you. 
When you meet a challenge or obstacle, you approach it in a way that will 
do the least potential damage. Little or no growth comes of it. Your 
experience reinforces that mindset.

Your mindset is made up of a set of inner narratives or stories you tell 
yourselves. It is possible to change them, but how? Success has moments of 
failure built in. Every single successful person has the most tremendous 
failure stories. Actors with a Growth Mindset are inspired by that fact. Actors 
with a Fixed Mindset are already telling themselves a very different story.

LEARN TO HEAR THE STORY YOU’RE TELLING YOURSELF 

HOW THE FIXED MINDSET RESPONDS TO CHALLENGES: 
Whenever a challenge arises, listen to your inner narrative. What does it say 
when a challenge arises? It may speak very quietly. It thinks that it’s protecting 
you. It tells you a story about the potential negative outcomes of the 
challenge. 

You are asked to prepare for an audition in which you will need to sob. Your 
experience tells you that you find challenges like that very difficult. You’re 
going to need to practise this to nail the job. You tell yourself some stories.
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“I’m not the kind of actor that can cry on cue.”

“I’m not an emotional person: I’ve never been good at that kind of thing.”

“Acting isn’t just about being able to cry on cue. How can they expect that 
of me?

“Oh God, talented actors can do this: why can’t I?”

“Really good actors can cry on cue. I’m clearly not a good actor if I can’t”

These thoughts have immense power over us. As we approach the date of 
the audition, we put off practising. Your Self-Image doesn’t want to be 
confronted with the failure it associates with these challenges.

So we tell ourselves something like: “If I go in there and don’t cry,  I’ll look 
ridiculous and they won’t see what I can really DO! If I send an email now, I 
won’t have to go. I can still get out of this.  My agent would understand. I 
wouldn’t be right for this part anyway, not if I have to spontaneously sob, 
who can do that? I bet SO and SO can cry. I’ve tried it, it doesn’t work for 
me, the tears never come. If I go to this audition, I’ll just be showing them I 
can’t do it. Why would I do that? I want them to think I’m good. Another 
role might come up in that show, I’ll stay home and practise my sight reading. 
Right after this episode of X on Netflix…”

AND WE AVOID THE CHANCE TO GROW BY AVOIDING THE 
CHALLENGE.  

HOW THE FIXED MINDSET RESPONDS TO OBSTACLES: 
Whenever an obstacle presents itself, listen to your inner narrative. What 
does it say when you meet obstacles? 

Your show gets a bad review in the newspaper. “See I told my agent that I 
couldn’t do Shakespeare and here’s the proof!” “Oh well done, now the 
world knows that you can’t do an American accent.” “Only the best get into 
drama school. I didn’t get into drama school – I knew I shouldn’t have 
applied.” 

AND WE AVOID THE CHANCE TO GROW BY AVOIDING THE 
OBSTACLE. 
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HOW THE FIXED MINDSET RESPONDS TO FEEDBACK: 
 Whenever feedback is offered, listen to your inner narrative. How does it 
respond? 

“If they understood my reasons, they wouldn’t be saying this. Let me just 
explain…” 

“Jeez, he  hasn’t got a clue what he’s talking about… Just because he’s 
directed a play, what does he know about acting?” 

“They’ve given me that note three times already: I must be an idiot.” 

“They’ve given me that note three times already: they must be an idiot!” 

“No, that won’t work.  They keep giving me that note, but it won’t work.”

AND WE AVOID THE CHANCE TO GROW BY AVOIDING 
THE FEEDBACK. 

ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE A CHOICE

You cannot change what happens to you, but your personal interpreter can 
be trained to respond.

It is currently set to respond in the way that your mindset dictates. You can 
choose HOW you respond to challenges, obstacles and feedback. 

You can train yourself to STOP. Listen to the fixed mindset story, and and 
then CHOOSE to answer back with a GROWTH MINDSET.

FIXED: “Really good actors can cry on cue: I’m clearly not a good actor if I 
can’t.” 

GROWTH: “I can understand why you might feel like that, but perhaps I 
could learn to cry like that  A good actor would learn how to do it.”

FIXED: “Only the best get into drama school. I didn’t get into drama school 
– I knew I shouldn’t have applied.” 
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GROWTH: “I didn’t get in this time,  but it took Dustin Hoffman 9 attempts 
to get into the Actors Studio. How could I improve my chances next time? If 
I really want to go to drama school, I’ll keep trying until I get in or my 
priorities change. I know loads of people that took, 3, 4, 5 attempts.”

FIXED:  “No, that won’t work. They keep giving me that note, but it won’t 
work.”

GROWTH: “I don’t think that will work, but I think I should give it a try. 
What’s the worst that can happen? Either it will work, or we’ll find out that 
this way doesn’t work and come up with something else, but we won’t 
know unless I really give it a go.” 

When you mindfully practise this enough, you’ll turn the growth mindset 
into a habit. 

But start by listening to the stories you are telling yourself. Perhaps you’ve 
told yourself a story about this obstacle already. 

How would the growth mindset answer that?
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OBSTACLE 4: YOUR STORY 

We all have stories we tell ourselves and I’m afraid those stories are usually 
bullshit. 

We shape our lives according to the script in our heads and unless we can 
learn to change those stories, we may never find success. 

Telling stories is an important part of human culture. Stories are all around, 
from the cave paintings in Lascaux to Tumblr blogs. We tell stories to 
ourselves and to others.  Other people tell us stories too.
 

• Marketing departments tell parents that if they want to make their 
children happy, they will buy X.

 
• Most Western societies tell a story that successful people go to 

college.
 

• The acting industry tells a story that if you want to be an actor, you 
must go to drama school.

 
• A director I met tells a story that good actors write character histories 

and bad actors don’t – because they are lazy.

Whoever gets to tell the story, gets power over the listener, and this includes 
you over yourself. 

If you want to get good at something, if you want to achieve acting success, 
you may need to take a look at the story you’re telling yourself, and perhaps 
change that story. 

I have a story to tell you…

I had a client, a theatre actor, recently cast in a television series. With little 
experience of working on camera, he told me he had started to tense up 
and become rigid when someone shouted action. He told me “I’ve 
performed in front of thousands of people. I don’t get stage fright. I love it. I 
was acting all my life, I should be able to do this - it’s ridiculous”
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The belief that with all his acting experience, he ‘should’ be able to do this 
was creating a story that was inducing shame in him. That shame was piling 
more pressure onto him than the job itself.

Many people find acting for camera stressful. When this actor changed 
environment, it rattled him, but what was damaging him even more was the 
story he was telling himself.

First, we worked together to change the story that he told himself.  We 
started with exploring what the word ‘Action’ meant. The story he was 
telling himself was that ‘Action’ meant ‘Go’ like when the starter pistol in a 
race. The story we worked on was that ‘Action’ really means ‘Begin when 
you’re ready’.  And by practising his response to ‘Action’ a few times in front 
of the camera, he began to relax into the scene instead of tensing up. 

Another client was changing career into acting but had sizeable investments, 
and financial security. Unfortunately the story she told herself every time 
things got tough was that she didn’t need to be an actor. She believed that 
story liberated her from pressure. But actually, it disempowered her.  It let 
her off the hook when she most needed to persevere. 

Working together, we established that no matter the financial security, she 
kept coming back to her childhood desire to act. She felt an overwhelming 
need to perform. Together we made a new story.  A story where her 
financial stability gave her the opportunity to fulfil her childhood dream and 
not the chance to run away from it when things got tough.

What story are you telling yourself about your acting career? What story are 
you telling the industry around you? What stories have you inherited about 
what good actors do? 

These stories become your beliefs. My job is to ask my clients to reflect on 
the truth of those stories and, if they are holding them back to write a new 
one. 
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OBSTACLE 5: FEELING LOST 
If you have no goal, you are literally ‘aimless’. You are without somewhere to 
aim your energy. That’s when you start to feel lost. That’s okay, if there’s 
nothing to achieve, it doesn’t matter. If you don’t want: 

To be a better actor
To have more money
To have an amazing home
Or to lose weight, 
Or to spend more time with those you love
Or to make time for all the books you’ve always wanted to read
Or to play music, to try recipes, or run, fish, pole dance or write…

If you don’t want to achieve anything, then do nothing and please don’t 
create a goal.

But if there are things you’d still like to achieve, it’s time to take action.

Creating a goal increases your chances of achieving it. And writing it down 
MASSIVELY increases your chances of achieving it.

Of course you’re going to need take action too. But without a written goal – 
all the action will be pointless. So write it down. Put it somewhere you can 
see it, and review it often. 

I once asked a client to bring her Goal Grid back to me four times until we 
had the right milestone goals for where she really wanted to be. 

To have a goal means becoming aware. If your goal is to see improvement in 
the quality of your performance in audition scenes,   you have to become 
aware of the critical elements – the variables that make for a cracking 
audition scene. 

Look, I don’t know if you can achieve everything you ever wanted. But I do 
know that having a goal and breaking down the critical elements required to 
achieve that goal will certainly improve your chances of achieving it. 
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So what makes for a good audition scene performance? What are some of 
the critical variables? 

- The security of your lines
- The choices that you make
- Your connection to the other actor/reader/
- Believable emotions

These are just some of the variables of a good audition scene. Knowing the 
right variables is part of the business of being a successful at anything.  But I’ll 
let you into a secret. It’s a lot easier to move towards your goal if you can 
put a number on it.  

Let’s take line security.  What would you expect to see if your lines were 
super secure? A smooth fluidity, no thought, no hesitation: a distinct level 10.

How were the lines in terms of smooth fluidity in your last audition? Around 
a 6? Or 7? You didn’t have much time to prepare, you only got a few 
days with the script, so it was a bit disjointed and there was a moment of 
hesitation, just one, but enough to put yourself off.  Yeah, a 6 – maybe a 5?

Right, then one of your smaller goals is to increase your security to maybe a 
7 or 8. Of course, we want a 10, but I am being realistic. One step at a time. 
Building an awareness about those variables when they are 10s, and 
acknowledging with self awareness where you are now, allows you to see 
what needs to be done to improve.  By raising your awareness of these 
things, you’re already closer to your goal.
 
STEP 1: Decide what you want to achieve.

STEP 2: Write it down and put it somewhere you can see it every day. It 
won’t help at the back of a drawer!

STEP 3: Work out the most essential elements of achieving that goal.

STEP 4: Describe the perfect version of a ’10’ for that goal. Do the same 
for a 5, and a 0.  Compare where you are to those goal posts. 

STEP5: Consider what options you have for improvement. Begin taking any 
actions necessary to bridge the gap.
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OBSTACLE 6 : YOUR FEARS 
One of the greatest inhibitors to success in any field is fear.  It arises out of 
the feeling that we are under threat. In the West, we live in the safest period 
in recorded history, where the level of physical  threat is relatively low. But 
the feeling of fear is a response to emotional threats too.

For most of us in the acting industry, fear is an emotion connected to 
the imagined negative outcome or consequences of our actions or decisions.  

Although fear may be imagined, it is a very real feeling. Many acting careers 
have been ruined by fear’s sabotaging influence. I know that I have made 
decisions in the past out of fear of imagined future consequences.

There are various types of fear that performers encounter :

FEAR OF FAILING/FAILURE (Fear of Screwing Up) 
The basic fear of failure and what it means to you. I’ve known clients so 
fearful of performing poorly in an audition that they refused to go!

COACH ON FEAR: Everyone fears screwing up. But it’s when fear causes 
us to freeze and fail that it becomes a problem. Failure is something that you 
should actually embrace. It is a necessary part of the journey to success.  

Think of it like this:

If you were driving from Glasgow to Edinburgh, you have to drive through 
Falkirk to get there. When you pass through Falkirk, are you suddenly from 
Falkirk? No. When you’re on the road to Success and you drive through 
Failure, you don’t become failure!  The thing is, when you become okay with 
the idea of screwing up as a part of succeeding, you fail less. 

FEAR OF FALLING (Fear of Social Embarrassment)
Fear of Falling is the social fear that you will fail in front of others. This often 
prevents performers from taking risks in auditions, rehearsals or 
performance. Imagine someone skiing while their friends watch, they try a 
new trick, but they are so concerned with what their friends think, they can 
think only of messing it up. So guess what happens? They fall over. Social fear 
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is paralysing. Since you do not want to be excluded from the group, you 
avoid situations where you might fail in front of others.  

COACH ON FEAR: What others think is really none of your business. 
When you act from your fear of falling you focus on what’s happening 
outside of yourself. The focus should be on improving what you’re doing and 
not concerning yourself with what others think. You do not need social 
approval. Check out Obstacle 9 for more on this. 

FEAR OF FAILING OTHERS (Fear of Letting Others Down) 
This type of fear is when you are afraid to let others down. Your agent has 
arranged a killer audition and now you’re afraid of letting them down.

COACH ON FEAR: This is another type of social fear.  You cannot act for 
others, you cannot audition for others - you can only focus on giving the 
best audition that you can for yourself. If you do the best you possible can,  
then you can’t fail anyone. Fear of Failing Others is really a need for their 
approval. I’ve devoted a whole chapter to that in Obstacle 9. 

FEAR OF FLYING (Fear of Success) 
Actors are sometime worried about what success will bring. Particularly 
how it will change the relationships they have with others.

COACH ON FEAR: You have an inherent fear of being ostracised from 
your social group. When we are successful, we fear that this will 
happen. Marianne Williamson has this to offer us:

“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are 
powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. 
We ask ourselves, Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? Actually, 
who are you not to be?  Your playing small does not serve the world. There is 
nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won’t feel insecure 
around you. We are all meant to shine, as children do. And as we let our own light 
shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the same. As we are 
liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.”

Performing fearlessly means reducing the impact of fear on your life and 
your acting career. To escape fear, you must see things as they are and not 
follow the story that your fear response creates for us. Things are as they 
are. Focus on doing the best you can do and let the chips fall as they will.
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OBSTACLE 7: OUR LIMITING BELIEFS 

“Whether you think you can, or you think you can’t, you’re right.” 
Henry Ford 

What you believe becomes your reality. Belief is an incredibly powerful force 
in your life, shaping the way that you see the world and your place in it. 
Having faith in yourself is a vital factor in achieving success as an actor, 
dancer, musician – or in any field.

But venture beneath the surface and most of us have beliefs unconsciously 
limiting our behaviour.  You may not even be aware of them. A well known 
story about fleas is a good illustration.

Fleas have a tremendous capacity for jumping. They can leap incredibly high. 
If you put them in a jar, they will easily jump out.  But if you put the lid on, 
something strange happens. The fleas will continue trying to jump out for a 
few hours,  but then they will stop to avoid the pain of hitting the lid. 

If you then remove the lid, the fleas will not try to escape. They can no 
longer tell the difference between their real limitations and those imposed 
upon them. Limitations placed upon them become self-imposed limitations.

In that sense, you are no different from the fleas. Our perception of reality 
limits our behaviour. And the biggest influence is exactly like the fleas, it is 
your environment.

Your environment is the biggest factor effecting your self belief and your 
limitations. Where you have spent the most time and who you have spent it 
with, is the most impactful influence upon your self belief.

IF you grew up in a highly motivated household of professional actors who 
worked constantly and were proud of their contribution to the world, you’ll 
have little trouble believing that you too can be a professional actor, work 
regularly, and be proud of it.
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IF you grew up in an environment where your parents were lawyers and 
doctors, you’ll have no problem believing that law and medicine are suitable 
professions for you if you wish to enter them.

IF you grew up in a low income but highly supportive environment, where 
although your parents didn’t earn much, they truly believed in the power of 
education to change lives, the chances are that you’ll go to college.

IF you spend most of your time around people that spend most of their 
time pursuing their goal of becoming a successful actor, the chances are 
you’ll believe that it’s possible and your behaviour will follow suit.

IF you spend most of your time around people that place creativity and art 
as highly as simply making a living, the chances are you’ll believe that art is 
important too.

BUT if you spend most of your time around people that do not believe that 
people can achieve their dreams. 

IF you are surrounded by negativity.

IF your parents chose financial security over their dreams 

IF your friends went the safe route in college 

IF the people that you surround yourself with mock and deride your 
attempts to better yourself, or place no value or belief in doing so, – the 
chances are that even with the all the willpower in the world, eventually 
you’ll believe that too, and you’ll give in.

Behaviour follows our beliefs. 

IF you spend your time in drama school being made to feel that you aren’t 
good enough to be there, then you will believe that, and you will act 
accordingly. BUT if you spend your time surrounded by like-minded people, 
in a supportive environment, in which staff and students all believe that being 
extraordinary is possible, the chances are that you’ll believe that too.

Just like the fleas, your beliefs are limited by whichever environments have 
the biggest impact on your life and your behaviour follows your beliefs.
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We act in line with our beliefs.

So how do you then jump beyond the behaviour that is caused by self-
limiting beliefs? The answer is surprisingly simple.

Surround yourself with the kind of people that you wish to be like. People 
that have already achieved some of their goals, because those people already 
believe that it’s possible, and that belief will quickly rub off on you too.

But I understand that there is an obvious problem.

You want to be a world famous movie star. But they’ve stopped hanging out 
at your local cafe recently, or they don’t come round to your place to play 
PS4 as often as they used to.

Well, there is a second option that’s entirely in your control. Surround 
yourself with them in other ways. 

Read their books
Watch their interviews
Listen to their podcasts
Put up their photos. 

In other words create the kind of environment that reinforces the belief that 
it’s possible, and guess what happens? It becomes possible.

A few examples from my own life. In 1999, I dreamed of becoming a 
university lecturer. I placed a colour photo of the campus of an American 
university on the wall in front of my computer. In 2003 I became a university 
lecturer. 

From 1998 I chose to read and watch everything written, made, or about 
David Mamet. Today, I’ve trained at the school he founded and I now teach 
acting using the basis of the technique that he created. 

Since I was 15 years old, I have obsessed about Constantin Stanislavski. I 
have an entire bookshelf (more like two actually) devoted only to books by 
or about him, and he has influenced acting more than anyone else in history. 
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He changed how the modern world saw acting. What has become my 
professional goal?  To change how people see acting.

Coincidence? I don’t think so. My limits were set by my beliefs and my beliefs 
were set by my environment.

You are no different. How will you liberate yourself from the limits imposed 
upon you? Spend as much time as you can with like-minded successful 
people. Or start with a book, an interview, a picture, an infographic, a 
quotation – reinforce that belief in any way you can.

The toughest part is that as we grow older, we collect beliefs that are based 
on our experience. If you believe that you cannot get cast in a major 
network television series, why is that? Because if each audition you had 
ended with the same result - no network television roles - then with each 
new experience you stop believing that its possible to achieve that goal. 
After all, your experience has taught you this, and experience is the best 
teacher.

Confidence comes from many things, but past experience is a huge factor. 
So when your past experiences suck, you will carry them around with you as 
proof that you cannot do it this time. And guess what? That’s going to affect 
the next audition, and the next? Each will bring you proof for the next time. 

So how do you escape that negative cycle of bad experiences causing more 
bad experiences? Let’s look at CONFIDENCE.
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OBSTACLE 8: LOSING CONFIDENCE? 

Most people believe that self confidence comes from being good at 
something, success, experience, or from already possessing the skills to 
do what you do at the highest level.  Actors suffer horribly from self-doubt, 
and I spend a lot of time helping clients to discover just how simple it is to 
start building their self confidence.

But what is self confidence? Where does it come from? And what’s the No.1 
secret to building self confidence for actors? Self confidence is not about 
whether you are good at something. Self confidence is based on how much 
you belief you have in what you are doing. It doesn’t matter how well you 
can actually do it. It only matters what you believe. 

Self confidence really comes from how you see yourself. It’s created by the 
inner dialogue of your thoughts. You behave in line with how you see 
yourself. Your thoughts become your beliefs and those beliefs in turn 
transform into your reality and from there to your actions.  

The things we think become our reality and that affects our behaviour. 

You tend to believe your thoughts and lay them down like tracks to follow.  
Those tracks then guide the decisions and choices you make. It’s impossible 
to have self confidence in your performance if the tracks you’ve laid are 
negative and critical.

If we want to build self-confidence, it is at this construction stage in our 
thinking that we must lay different tracks. 

Self confidence comes from the ability to listen to this inner dialogue   from 
your Inner Critic and to separate out the thoughts of this inner narrative 
and to decide which of it is helpful, which is damaging and which is just plain 
old self-sabotage.

The No.1 secret to building self confidence is to change the story you are 
telling yourself.  Now sometimes that’s not possible alone. Sometimes you 
do need a coach, teacher,  friend, or someone with an objective perspective 
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to hear your thoughts, challenge your beliefs and perhaps help persuade you 
to change the direction of those tracks. 

When a coach does this, they listen carefully to the reality that you’ve built 
up through your self-talk and then they will offer you an alternative track to 
take. 

This creates competing kinds of self-talk between your Inner Critic and the 
new story that your coach has given you. 

This could be a situation where you’ve done poorly in an important 
audition. You’ve come back and talked it through with your coach because 
you’re losing confidence. You feel that you should be nailing these auditions, 
but you’re not.

Your coach will help you to see things as they are, and not how your Self-
Talk articulates them. 

We all talk to ourselves, but confidence problems almost always stem from 
these conversations. If we can change those conversations, we can build self 
confidence. If we do not change them, we become the victim of our own 
our Inner Critic. 

If you don’t have a coach, you can tackle this for yourself. This starts with 
simply acknowledging that there is a negative voice in your head, an Inner 
Critic, whose words aren’t helpful or objectively true.  

So when listening to your inner dialogue, you should ignore any commentary 
that isn’t objective.  This helps you to start seeing things as they are, without 
judgment. 

Without judgment, we can see things clearly. Non-judgmental self awareness 
is the key to developing self confidence because you can begin listening to 
what is helpful and blocking out the negative by writing a new story. 

You can say: “I believe I did poorly in this audition because I didn’t get the 
role. But there are many reasons why I did not get the role.”

And then you can start to look at the factors that could improve your 
audition performance. 
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OBSTACLE 9: A NEED FOR APPROVAL 

We often hope to overcome self doubt and rebuild our self confidence by 
looking in the wrong place. We look for external validation: the approval of 
family, friends, the audience, director, your agent, the critics. 

There are so many potential sources of validation that approval seems built 
into the acting industry.  Imagine the grotesque caricature of the needy actor 
desperate for a kind word or a positive review in the papers.

But the need for approval drives very damaging behaviour for actors. Being 
focused on other peoples’ approval means you are focused on pleasing 
them. What would please them? A wonderful result? The perfect outcome? A 
phenomenal performance?

And so we begin to associate how we feel about ourselves as a performer, 
and how we see ourselves as a person, with how we think other people see 
us.  The root cause of our need for approval is not how others see us. The 
cause is our own self-image, how we see ourselves, and additionally – how 
we feel about ourselves. If we see ourselves negatively, if we talk to ourselves 
negatively, the chances are we feel negatively and begin looking for external 
validation. 

The trouble is that searching for approval leads to behaviour focused on 
results and creates a kind of protective behaviour.  We don’t want to fail in 
front of those we want approval from - and this leads to a drastic reduction 
in our ability to take risks. This can cripple you in the rehearsal room when 
you should be exploring freely, or on set between takes, when your need to 
get the director’s approval is squashing your ability to take creative risks and 
deliver phenomenal results. All the focus becomes about getting a successful 
outcome.

We get tight. We try to avoid mistakes at all costs. Your energies are taken 
up by telling yourself to do more, try harder, to do your best. And in that 
place, you are not at your best. In that place, we are conservative at best.
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In order to be exceptional, you have to be able to take risks. To be 
exceptional, you have to be completely absorbed in what you are doing. Not 
self consciously aware of your efforts, but completely immersed in your 
performance. 

When you are looking for approval, you stand outside yourself and watch 
yourself AS-IF you are the approval-givers, and deliver a constant negative 
narrative of your failures.

If you want to become completely absorbed, you need to have something 
thoroughly absorbing to take up your attention. As you remember, Tim 
Gallwey said ‘focus is whatever distracts us from whatever distracts us.’  The 
obvious way to achieve this is to put your attention entirely on your scene 
partner and do something to them.

Needing approval from others is about needing to feel good about 
yourselves through others. But to overcome your need for approval, you 
must discover who you are as a person, not as an actor.  

You are a person first, and an actor second. Do you like who you are as a 
person? Do you like your own characteristics? Most people can find many 
positive characteristics if they look. 

Liking who you are as a person outside acting, accepting who you are as a 
person – that’s how you overcome the need for approval elsewhere.

You have to find harmony with who you are. When you are happy with that, 
the approval of others becomes less and less important.
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OBSTACLE 10: A FOCUS ON WINNING 

You will get rejected. It IS going to happen at some stage. Even the best will 
be passed over for this role or that during a long career. Failure is a 
necessary part of the audition process: you aren’t right for every role. 
But  frequent rejection can be a demoralising business. Sooner or later, the 
repeated cycle of rejection begins to affect how we see ourselves. What are 
we? What is an actor who never gets cast in a role? We put a brave face on 
it, but underneath, we hurt like hell, calling ourselves actors, but feeling like 
frauds, feeling that we’re no damn good.

So what can we do to counteract the pain of rejection?

First, we must re-examine our goals. What was our goal?

To get the part.  

Was that within our control?

Only somewhat.  The decision was not, but how we prepared for the 
audition was. 

The external goal is out of our hands. Concern with this leads us to 
frustration and heartache. Prepare for that audition with all that is within 
your control, and leave the casting with your head held high. 

But when the agent calls to let you know the outcome, you will still feel the 
bite of disappointment. So how can you find joy in the audition process, 
regardless of the outcome?

Change your goal. 

The goal “to get the part” is an external goal. Whether you succeed or fail 
belongs to someone else. The way to experience joy, and succeed  in every 
audition or casting, is to accompany an external goal with an internal one.
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What could your internal goal be? To enjoy the audition more? To quieten 
your negative Self-Talk during the audition? To experience freedom with the 
lines? To make bolder choices and nail them during the audition? Each of 
these choices is likely to improve your chances of doing well in the audition, 
but their success is now in your hands.

When you prepare for your next audition, concern yourself with an internal 
goal. Now from audition to audition, the goal is to make improvement in 
that area. It’s something that you can work at, that is NOT outwith your 
control. Now regardless of the outcome of the audition, you will succeed or 
progress. There is no way to fail in your auditions now.
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OBSTACLE 11: PERFECTIONISM 

All actors feel the effects of the pressure to excel. Perfectionism can prevent 
you from reaching your full potential because you become anxious about 
your performance and try to control everything at once. 

The exceptional hard-grafting work ethic of performers can soon turn to  
perfectionism, setting unrealistic goals and focusing solely on results. 

Perfectionism leads to a fear of failure. Instead of a necessary part of the 
journey to success, failure becomes a place to avoid at all costs. Our fear of 
making mistakes and our need to be consistently perfect, can lead to poor 
performance, loss of drive, and even a complete loss of the desire to 
perform altogether. 

It is tough to convince people whose aim is to be the best, that 
perfectionism is damaging and holds them back.  They often believe that 
their perfectionism contributed to past success and so are reluctant to let go 
of their attachment to it.  

Performers struggle to separate the performance from the performer. 
Because of this, perfectionist performers set high expectations and  
experience considerable mental turmoil if their results fall short of those 
expectations.

Perfectionists experience binary thinking with perfection and mediocrity as 
the only two possible outcomes. This leads people to impede their own 
potential because fear of failure accompanies the desire to be perfect in 
performance. 

Tackling Perfectionism: 

1) Remember - Practise does not make perfect, practise allows you to trust 
yourself. 

2) Give yourself permission to make mistakes - peak performance potential 
is often released when you take away the need to be perfect. 

3) Consider the negative consequences of perfectionism. How does the 
desire for perfection impede your performance?
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OBSTACLE 12: SELF DOUBT 

All performers can be crippled by self doubt. Self doubt is a loss of 
confidence in your own competence and ability to perform. It is strongly 
connected to your fear of failure, the fear of discovering that we’re no good 
- that many actors admit to experiencing.  Self doubt can appear at any time, 
but prior to performance is the most common occurrence.  It is also likely 
to show itself when you have made what you perceive as a mistake in a 
previous take or performance.  Even the very best actors and performers in 
the world can be affected by self-doubt.

Overcoming Self Doubt 

To overcome self-doubt, you need to become aware of all the negative inner 
dialogue (Self-Talk) that affects the belief in your abilities.  We are 
bombarded by negative Self-Talk and it all takes its toll. It all degrades the 
confidence we have in your competence.  Make a list of any doubts that you 
hear in your Self-Talk like the one below:

1) I don’t know if I can cope with 9 shows per week. 
2) I don’t think I can stand in for the lead if she gets sick. 
3) I’m not good enough to be here and someone will find out. 
4) I can’t cry in this scene. I’m not going to cry in this scene. 
5) I screwed up my last audition. I’ll probably do it again. 

Now reject all of these negative thoughts in writing too. Explain to yourself why 
they are wrong.

1) 9 shows? I’ll get better sleep to prepare myself for the challenge.  
2) The producers think I am good enough to stand in for the lead! If 

I get the opportunity, I’ll show them all what I can do! 
3) I auditioned and I deserve to be here! 
4) If I prepare properly, the tears will come. 
5) Screwing up the last audition has no bearing at all on this 

audition. I’ll just have another go this time.  
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Did you read to the end? Here’s a BONUS obstacle for reading to the end!

OBSTACLE 13:  
DISQUALIFYING THE POSITIVE 

The mindset of someone who is disqualifying the positive is completely negative.  
There is no silver lining to any cloud. It’s all cloud.  This is called Disqualifying the 
Positive (D the P)

In class after class, I see someone respond to positive feedback negatively.  In 
show after show, take after take, I see someone respond negatively to any positive 
comments. D the P is a type of distorted thinking where we cannot accept a 
positive.  What is happening? Our old friend Fear of Failure is back. 

If you were to accept the positive feedback, you may be required to do it again. If 
you don’t know how you did what you did, this will cause a massive attack of the 
Fear of Failure.  

So you dismiss it as a fluke, making a negative comment.  You discount the 
positive, it wasn’t deserved.  You are rationalising positive feedback in order to 
make it fit your Fear of Failure viewpoint. 

You wouldn’t believe the number of times I have heard someone swat away my 
positive comments about their performance. Your self-defensive mind is 
protecting you from the positive in case you lose it again.  Then it sets about not 
only diminishing the positive, but sometimes even failing to see it!

How Do You Begin to Overcome D the P? 

Writing about this particular obstacle will help. Write down whatever positive you 
are being offered.  Susan, the Director said that my performance today was 
right on the money, but she’s only saying that because she wants me to 
feel better about screwing up last night.”  

Now analyse what you’ve written. Is Susan so keen to make you feel better that 
she randomly came up with a compliment? Probably not. Is it possible that you 
did something that Susan liked? Yes, she liked it enough to say something - people 
are quick with negative feedback but slow with positive feedback.  Don’t be afraid 
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to turn it around.  If you had said to Susan that she had been right on the money 
tonight and she had responded like you did, how would you feel? Hurt probably. 
Why? Because Susan did a good job and you wanted to tell her. It was important 
to you to tell her. 

When you experience D the P. Stop. Imagine you’re giving that feedback. You 
would mean it wouldn’t you? Okay. Now accept it with a smile and let it go. It is 
not proof of anything. It is what it is, it was what it was, and you can now get on 
with the next thing.
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“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are 
powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. 
Your playing small does not serve the world. There is nothing enlightened about 
shrinking so that other people won't feel insecure around you. We are all meant to 
shine as children do. It's not just in some of us; it is in everyone. And as we let our 
own lights shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the same. As 
we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.”

Marianne Williamson
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